P3613  LABOR BAR
Allows the mother to assume a squatting position.
Load capacity 100lbs (45kg)

P451  FOOT REST BAR
Provides a convenient foot rest for the physician
Load capacity 150lbs (68kg)

P3704  CALF SUPPORTS
Mounted to back of foot supports for easy access.
Load capacity 60lbs (27kg)

P35745A  TELESCOPING CALF SUPPORTS
Fully-padded with telescoping height adjustment.
Load capacity 60lbs (27kg)

P7625C  LEG SUPPORTS
Padded full leg support with ball joint and pulling handles
Load capacity 60lbs (27kg)

P7634C  TELESCOPING LEG SUPPORTS
Padded full leg supports with telescoping height adjustment.
Load capacity 60lbs (27kg)
P3616C  CALF SUPPORTS
Designed specifically for the Affinity® I and II beds. Comes standard with plastic holster for permanent attachment.

P3624E  SIDERAIL PADS
The pads, designed to fit Affinity® I and II birthing beds, provide a soft cover for the rails while maintaining access to patient nurse controls.
HEAD SECTION SLIP COVERS
P3625 V-Cut, without air
P3626 Straight Edge, without air
P3627 Straight Edge, with air
P3628 V-Cut, with air

FOOT SECTION SLIP COVERS
P3630 V-cut
P3631 Straight Edge

Exclusive form-fitting Dartex® Slipcover, with waterproof seams, extends the durability of the mattress surface and protects inner foam from tears, punctures or general leakage. The Ultra-Fresh anti-microbial, latex-free Dartex® cover is made from a stretchable polyurethane which is soft, durable and easy-to-clean.
P3618  PENDANT
P497  PENDANT HOLDER–FOR SIDERAIL
P5362  PENDANT KIT (P3618, P497)

Converts V-Cut to straight edge quickly and easily to accommodate physician preference.

P3623  FOLEY HOOK KIT
Load capacity 20lbs (9kg)

P3619  WEDGE ASSEMBLY

P9625  ANESTHESIA SCREEN
Load capacity 5lbs (2.3kg)

P9620  ANESTHESIA ARM BOARD
Length: 39.25” (99.7cm), Height: 6” (15.24cm), Thickness: .25” (.64cm)
Load capacity 30lbs (14kg)

P278  INSTRUMENT TRAY
Dimension, outside: 22.63” (57.5cm) x 9.25” (23.5cm)
Load capacity 25lbs (11kg)
P495  PATIENT PHONE
P496  PATIENT PHONE ADAPTER-SIDERAIL

P2221-01  PERMANENT IV POLE
Load capacity: 25 lbs (11kg)
Mounts to the head section of the bed. Can be used on either side.

P157-10  COMPLETE INFUSION SUPPORT SYSTEM
P159  OFFSET BAR
P158  TRANSFER POLE
Load capacity: 40 lbs (18kg)

P156  ISS MOBILE STAND SYSTEM
P156P  MOBILE STAND TRANSFER POLE
P156B  MOBILE STAND BASE WITH CASTERS

P2217  STANDARD IV POLE
Load capacity: 25 lbs (11kg)
P3706  SIDE RAIL PADS FOR AFFINITY® THREE BIRTHING BED
Soft cover for the rails while maintaining access to patient nurse controls.

P3612  COMFORT PAD
Designed with 2"(5.1cm) egg crate foam to provide an extra layer of comfort.

B7831  DELIVERY DRAPES
Case of 20 Full Size 32" x 58" (81.28cm x 147.3cm)
SA6603  DELIVERY DRAPES
Case of 40 Half Size 32" x 29" (81.28cm x 73cm)

P276  O₂ TANK HOLDER
Holds standard O₂ tank.
Load capacity 30lbs (14kg)

SA4585  SHEET SET-V-CUT SURFACE
SA4586  SHEET SET-Straight Surface
1528  BEDDING SET-V-CUT SURFACE
1529  BEDDING SET-Straight Surface
AFFINITY® BIRTHING BED ACCESSORIES

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

P118B524 SURGICAL STOOL
Adjusts from 20” to 24” (50.8cm to 61cm) for convenience and comfort using a foot controlled gas spring.
15” Seat Diameter (38.1cm)
Load capacity 300lbs (136kg)

P7925 PRIMA PROCEDURALIGHT
Designed to provide no-drift, shadow-free surgically correct lighting. Mounted on a four-leg base with two locking casters for stability.
Base 23”D x 19”W x 60”-73”H
(58.4cm x 48.3cm x 152.4-185.4cm)

P15-05 BIRTH MIRROR
Adjustable so patient can view the birth from almost any delivery position. 24”W x 62¼”H
(609.6cm x 158.8 cm)
Mirror 14”W x 18”H
(35.6cm x 45.7cm)

ACCESSORIES
Anesthesia Screen .......................P9625
Arm Board .................................P9620
Calf Supports, Affinity I, II ..............P3616C
Calf Supports, Affinity Three ..........P3604
Calf Supports-Telescoping ..........P35745A
Comfort Pad .............................P3612
Disposable Drapes–Full Size .........B7831
Disposable Drapes–Half Size ...........SA6603
Foley Hook Kit ............................P3623
Foot Rest Bar.............................P451
Full Leg Supports .........................P7625C
Full Leg Supports-Telescoping .........P7634
Instrument Tray .........................P278
Complete ISS System ..................P157-10
Offset Bar ..................................P159
Transfer Pole ............................P158
Mobile Stand Transfer Pole ..........P156P
Mobile Stand Base
with Casters ............................P156B
Standard IV Pole .........................P2217
Labor Bar .................................P3613
O2 Tank Holder .........................P276
Pendant Control Holder-Siderail ......P497
Permanent IV Pole ......................P2221-01
Patient Phone ............................P495
Patient Phone Adaptor .................P496
Sheet set-V-cut Surface ...............SA4585
Sheet set-Straight Surface ..........SA4586
Bedding set-V-cut Surface ..........SA1528
Bedding set-Straight Surface .........SA1529
Slip Cover-Head Section .............P3625
Slip Cover-Head Section .............P3626
Slip Cover-Foot Section
Straight .................................P3631
V-Cut .....................................P3630
Siderail Pads, Affinity I & II .........P3624
Siderail Pads, Affinity Three ........P3606
Wedge Assembly .......................P3619

HOSPITAL INSTALLED OPTIONS
8” (20 cm) Casters
Air Support System
SideCom® Communication Controls
Variety of Wood Headboards
Foot Section Conversion Kit
Seat Section Conversion Kit

Comfort Pads and siderail pad approved for use in San Francisco (CAL 129 accepted in lieu of CAL 121), Maryland (CAL 129), Boston (IX-11), North Carolina, Ohio and Washington, DC (with Dartex)

DIRECT CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE:
USA 800-445-3730
CANADA 800-267-2337
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